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Abstract

This paper presents the new open source Modelica li-

brary WindPowerPlants. For the economic assessment of

either a wind power plant or an entire wind park, the ac-

curate prediction of the energy output is essential. Such

prediction is usually performed by means of calculations

based on statistical wind data. The proposed WindPow-

erPlants library is capable of assessing the energy output

both for statistical and real wind data based on time do-

main simulations.

In the presented version of the library wind turbine

models are modeled with pitch control. The generator

models have variable speed and an optional connector to

the mains. The entire library is based on power balance

conditions and losses are fully neglected. Yet, the library

can be extended towards more detailed models consider-

ing different types of losses.

The structure and components of the library are pre-

sented. Simulations examples are shown and compared

with reference data. The applicability of the proposed

WindPowerPlants library is demonstrated and possible

enhancements are discussed.

Keywords: Wind power pants, pitch control, variable

speed, energy, power, statistical wind data

1 Introduction

Wind power significantly contributes to the total electric

energy generation in Europe. Since the economic

assessment of future wind power plants is essential,

accurate calculations and simulations are needed to

predict the energy output of these plants. Therefore,

the modeling and simulation of wind power plants is

continuously under research. Particular aspects are

the wind turbine characteristics (Anderson and Bose

(1983); Heier (2009); Ahmed et al. (2014)), the in-

tegration of generator models (Mihet-Popa et al.

(2004); Yin et al. (2007)), control (Catana et al. (2010);

Merabet et al. (2011); Muyeen (2012); Mehdi et al.

(2013); Alizadeh and Yazdani (2013)), grid integration

(Yuan and Li (2014)) and stability (Du et al. (2014)).

Modelica is particularly suitable to the simulation

of wind power plants due to the multi physical do-

main approach. In Petersson et al. (2012) vertical axis

wind power plants and their control aspects are investi-

gated. A paper on variable speed wind turbine models

in power system dynamics simulations is published in

Enge-Rosenblatt and Schneider (2008). In Strobel et al.

(2011) a Modelica library for offshore wind turbines in-

cluding structural coupling is presented.

The WindPowerPlants library was developed during

a Diploma project at the Technical Engineering Col-

lege, TGM. For the development of the library Open-

Modelica was used. The library is published under the

Modelica license 1.1 and available through GitHub at

https://github.com/christiankral/windpowerplants. The

main motivations for developing the presented library

were:

• Investigate control mechanisms of wind power

plants

• Support teaching activities in simulation

• Provide an open source library that may initiate fur-

ther developments

The proposed library does not model all the controllers

that a real wind power plant has. Instead, the intention

was to model the overall behavior of wind power plants

in such a way, that the major operating conditions are

fulfilled. Therefore, only mechanical dynamics are taken

into account. Electrical transients are fully neglected.

There is yet an electrical interface available to couple

electrical networks with one or more wind power plants.

This electrical interface to the mains is based on a quasi

static multi phase connector.

The WindPowerPlants library is based time domain

simulations. Time domain simulations allow a higher

flexibility for the investigation of different scenarios than

statistical investigations. For example, the impact of time

(and temperature) dependent air densities can be investi-

gated. Due to the openness of Modelica, the wind power

plant simulation can also be combined with electrical

network aspects such as dynamics, stability, etc.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 an

overview of the library structure is presented. Section

3 presents the uncontrolled and controlled wind turbine
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Figure 1. Structure of the WindPowerPlants library

models. The variable speed generator models with and

without electrical mains connector are explained in Sec-

tion 4. In Section 5 the structure of the power plants

including the control of the generator is shown. Sec-

tion 6 presents statistical and real wind data sources and

Section 7 compares simulation examples with reference

data.

2 Library Structure

The WindPowerPlants library contains models of entire

wind power plants including components. Generic plant

models with variable speed generators are located the

package Plants, as shown in Fig. 1.

Package Components contains two models of wind

turbines, one with pitch angle input, and another with

controlled pitch angle. Until now two generic vari-

able speed generator models are implemented. The first

model converts the mechanical power to a power signal

connector. The second generator model is equipped with

a quasi static three phase connector to the mains and ne-

glects all losses.

In package Blocks the controllers, limits, and blocks

for the calculation of physical relationships are located.

Package Records contains data records of different

wind turbines and the optimum pitch angles to max-

imize the power coefficient and thus power output.

WindSources are the data sources of wind velocity

signals.

3 Wind Turbines

For a given wind speed v the total kinetic power of the

wind is

Pw =
1

2
ρ

πD2

4
v3
, (1)

where ρ is the density of air and D is the rotor diam-

eter. A wind turbine cannot convert the entire kinetic

wind power, but only a fraction. This fraction is repre-

sented by the power coefficient cp. The harvested power

is thus determined by the product cpPw. The theoretical

limit of the power coefficient, cp,max =
16
27

≈ 0.5926, was

determined by Betz; see Heier (2009). The power co-

efficient of a real wind turbine is always less than this

theoretical limit. The actual power coefficient cp relies

on the design of the wind turbine and, e.g., the pitch an-

gle. In the proposed wind turbine models it is assumed

that the pitch angle (or blade angle) β of the blades can

be controlled. The pitch angle is the angle of rotation

of the blades to control the utilized power. The alterna-

tive of stall controlled turbines is not yet included in the

WindPowerPlants library. Future wind turbine models

may just be modeled by the power coefficient as func-

tion of wind speed, since these characteristica are often

provided by wind plant manufacturers.

3.1 Turbine Behavior

The power coefficient of wind turbines as function of the

pitch angle is usually modeled by empiric equations as

provided by Heier (2009):

cp = c1

(

c2

λ1

− c3β− c4

)

e
−

c5
λ1 + c6λ1 (2)

λ1 =
1

1

λ+0.089
−

0.035

β3 +1

(3)

In these equations c1, . . . ,c6 are turbine specific per unit

coefficients and λ1 is the internal wind tip ratio which in

turn relies on the tip speed ratio

λ =
ωD

2v
(4)
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Table 1. Wind turbine coefficients of different literature refer-

ences

Heier (2009) Thongam et al. (2009)

c1 0.5 0.5176

c2 116.0 116.0

c3 0.4 0.4

c4 5.0 5.0

c5 21.0 21.0

c6 0.0 0.006795

Figure 2. Curves of constant power coefficients, cp, as a func-

tion of the tip speed ratio, λ, and the pitch angle β for the wind

turbine coefficients given by Heier (2009)

and the pitch angle β in degrees. The tip speed ratio is

the ratio of the peripheral speed over wind speed. The

peripheral speed equals the angular velocity ω times half

the diameter.

The wind turbine coefficients c1, . . . ,c6 also reflect the

actual geometry of the blades. Examples of turbines

from Heier (2009) and Thongam et al. (2009) are com-

pared in Tab. 1. For the wind turbine coefficients given

by Heier (2009) curves of constant power coefficients are

depicted in Fig. 2. The bold black curve in this figure in-

dicates the curve of maximum cp for variable tip speed

ratio. This curve represents the optimum pitch angle as

function of tip speed ratio. The bold black curve is ap-

proximated by a third order polynomial function

βopt = p1λ3 + p2λ2 + p3λ+ p4. (5)

The polynomial coefficients p1, . . . , p4 are stored in a pa-

rameter record matching the turbine model and have to

be determined by a pre-processing tool. From Fig. 2

it is also obvious that there is the region for λ < 7.3

where β = 0 leads to the optimum power coefficient. For

λ > 18.5 the pitch angle β = 0 leads to the optimum

power coefficient; this region is, however, not depicted

in Fig. 2.

The approximation of the power coefficient in (2) and

(3) has the drawback that negative pitch angles cause

non-meaningful results – even though negative pitch an-

gles are used in practice. However, the actual wind

power shall be limited by positive values to avoid plausi-

bility problems,

P = max(0,cpPw). (6)

3.2 Uncontrolled Wind Turbine

The signal inputs of the uncontrolled wind turbine

model are the wind velocity v and the pitch angle

β. The turbine model also has a rotational connector

taken from Modelica.Mechanics.Rotational.

Interfaces. When the wind velocity exceeds a cer-

tain threshold, the turbine reaches the power limiting

range. In this case the boolean output limit becomes

true. Additional signal outputs are the tip speed ratio,

λ, and the angular velocity, ω.

The uncontrolled wind turbine model is coded textu-

ally. The most relevant equations are:

// Tip speed ratio

lambda * v = w * D / 2;

// Power coefficient of the turbine

cp = WindPowerPlants.Functions.cpVal

(turbineData,lambda,beta);

// Power of wind

powerWind = 0.5 * Modelica.Constants.pi

* rho * (D / 2) ^ 2 * v ^ 3;

// Power harvested by power coefficient

power = max(0, cp * powerWind);

// Set boolean indicator if power

// limiting range is reached

limit = power >= powerMax or pre(limit)

and power >= 0.99 * powerMax;

// Angular velocity

w = der(phi);

// Power balance

power = tau * w;

In order to operate the uncontrolled wind turbine

model, signal inputs for the wind velocity, v, and the

pitch angle, β, are required. In a simulation model of

a full wind power plant the pitch angle shall be provided

by a controller. Based on the uncontrolled wind turbine

model a standard controlled wind turbine model is in-

cluded in the library.

3.3 Controlled Wind Turbine

The standard controlled wind turbine model provided in

the PowerPlantsLibrary and shown in Fig. 3 utilizes the

uncontrolled turbine model of Subsection 3.2. In this

model the pitch angle β is controlled for two different

operating ranges of the wind turbine. The two different

ranges are indicated by the boolean output limit of the

uncontrolled wind turbine model:

• optimum power coefficient range: limit =

false

• power limiting range: limit = true
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Figure 3. Controlled wind turbine

In the optimum power coefficient range the pitch an-

gle β is determined by the polynomial approximation de-

scribed in Subsection 3.1. This task is accomplished by

the block turbineControlVal depicted in Fig. 3.

The actual pitch angle is then limited by the interval

[0°,90°]. After limiting β, a first order delay is used to

smoothen the pitch angle response. In a real wind power

plant the pitch angle slope is limited. For simplicity rea-

sons, a first oder delay is used in the WindPowerPlants

library.

When the wind turbine is in the power limiting range,

the pitch angle has to be controlled such way that the ac-

tual power P does not exceed the maximum power Pmax.

The maximum power Pmax is a parameter of the wind

turbine model. In the power limiting range the relative

power deviation

∆p =
P

Pmax

−1 (7)

is controlled to be zero. For this purpose a fast limiting

integral controller is used which processes (7).

4 Variable Speed Generators

The implemented variable speed generators are generic.

This means, that typical electrical characteristics of ei-

ther induction or synchronous generator are not taken

into account. The generator models solely rely on power

balances and no losses are taken into account.

In the actual implementation the maximum angular

velocity of the generator is not limited. However, a real

generator does have a maximum angular velocity and

frequency, respectively. The difference between the real

and the modeled behavior are

• different tip speed ratios,

• different power coefficients,

Figure 4. Generic variable speed generator model

Figure 5. Generic variable speed generator model with elec-

trical connector to the mains

but the output power is the same, since the maximum an-

gular velocity occurs in the power limiting range. There-

fore, there is no difference in the total energy output.

Each of the two variable speed generator models

shown in Fig. 4 and 5 have one signal input connector:

the reference torque. The reference torque is determined

by the torque controller of the power plant. In the generic

generator models the torque signals are converted into

a physical connector quantities. This means for each

model, that the reference torque and the actual torque

are always equal. A power sensor is used to provide

the power output connector with the actual mechanical

power. The total inertia of the generator is considered.

In the generator model with electrical connector

to the mains (Fig. 5) a power balance model is uti-

lized using a quasi static multi phase connector from

Modelica.Electrical.QuasiStationary.

MultiPhase.Interfaces. In the current imple-

mentation it is assumed that a grid inverter controls

the reactive power Q to be zero. The output of the

power sensor is used to operate an ideal electrical multi

phase power source which generates real power. In the

WindPowerPlants library two ideal power sources are

provided. The power source WindPowerPlants.

Components.IdealRealPower used in Fig. 5 uti-

lizes the voltage and current space phasor Haumer et al.

(2008). The current space phasor is controlled in such

a way that the power input signal of the source and the
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Figure 6. Model of a generic power plant

total real power of all phases are equal. This requires

the current space phasor to be aligned with voltage

space phasor in order to achieve zero reactive power.

In the alternative power source WindPowerPlants.

Components.IdealRealPowerImpedance

shown in Fig. 1 the real power is controlled by means

of a multi phase conductor to achieve 100 % power

balance between the signal input and the three phase

electrical power. However, the limitation of Q = 0 can

be overcome in the future by also controlling the reactive

power. By controlling the reactive power the voltage of

the wind power plant can be controlled.

5 Wind Power Plants

5.1 Model Structure

The structure of the generic power plant models with and

without electrical connector to the mains are depicted in

Fig. 6 and 7, respectively. The reason why both models

are named generic, is that they are based on a generic

variable speed generator.

The input connector of the power plant model is the

wind speed. The wind speed is connected with the wind

turbine model which converts the fraction cp of the ki-

netic wind power Pw into mechanical power P according

to (6). The wind turbine model is connected with an iner-

tia, representing the rotating inertias of the wind turbine

and the gear with respect to the wind turbine rotational

angular velocity. The ideal gear represents the multi

stage planetary gear of the real wind power plant. The

generator is directly coupled to the high speed side of the

gear. The torque input of the generator is controlled by

the block angularVelocityControl. The torque

control is then limited by a rotor speed dependent torque

limiter in order to avoid negative rotor speed and high

torque dynamics around zero speed.

Figure 7. Model of a generic power plant with electrical mains

connector

5.2 Angular Velocity Control

In the angular velocity control of the generator two dif-

ferent wind speed regions are distinguished. In the

stand still region, for wind speeds v< vmin, the wind tur-

bine is controlled towards zero angular velocity ωref and

thus zero reference tip speed ratio, λref. The wind speed

vmin represents the cut-in speed of the turbine which is

in the range of approximately 4m/s. In the power gen-

erating region, for v ≥ vmin, regular power conversion

occurs. The cut-out speed is currently not considered in

the control.

In the implemented control strategy the reference

value of the tip speed ratio, λref, is set depending on the

wind speed region. For the stand still region λref =0 is

chosen. For the power generating region the reference

tip speed ratio is derived from the optimum power coef-

ficient as described in Section 3. The optimum power co-

efficient is the maximum cp as a function of the actual tip

speed ratio; see the bold black curve in Fig. 2. The maxi-

mum power coefficient is indicated by two variables, λopt

and βopt. However, as the variable λopt represents the op-

timum tip speed ratio, the optimum pitch angle, βopt, is

automatically determined from the polynomial approxi-

mation of maximum cp values indicated by (5). This way

the control always achieves the highest power coefficient

in the optimum power coefficient range.

In Fig. 8 the reference tip speed ratio, λref, is the output

of block switch1. From the reference and actual tip

speed ratio the deviation of the reference and actual tip

speed ratio

∆λ = λref −λ (8)

is calculated. This deviation corresponds with the angu-
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Figure 8. Angular velocity control of wind turbine

lar speed deviation

∆ω =
2v∆λ

D
(9)

according to (4). The calculation of (9) is achieved by

the block angularVelocity in Fig. 8. The angular

speed deviation ∆ω is fed to the reference input of a PI

controller. As the used PI controller has both a reference

and a sensor input, the sensor input set to zero, as the dif-

ference of these reference and sensor signal are already

determined by (9). The output of the PI controller is the

reference torque of the generator.

5.3 Torque Limitation

The torque output of the angular velocity control is lim-

ited to avoid significant dynamics around zero speed and

for negative speeds. Since the electric machine is oper-

ated as generator, the mechanical power

Pm = τω (10)

is negative. The generator is operated at positive angu-

lar speed ω and thus torque τ is negative. Torque lim-

itation, however, is implemented as function of speed.

The characteristic of the torque limiter is shown in Fig. 9

for the input torque τ = −10kNm and a torque limit of

τref = 10kNm. However, In the investigated case the

reference speed ωref = 50π rad s−1. For positive speeds

greater than 2% of the reference speed the torque is not

limited. The range between zero angular speed and 2%

of the reference speed torque is limited by the steep lin-

ear curve shown in Fig. 9. In the negative speed range –

which shall never be reached – torque is limited linearly

towards the negative reference angular velocity.

6 Wind Sources

In the WindPowerPlants library two different wind

sources are provided.

torqueLimiter.tauLimited vs torqueLimiter.w

to
rq

u
e
L
im

it
e
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ta
u

L
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e
d
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N
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)
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0

torqueLimiter.w (rad/s)
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Figure 9. Characteristic of the torque limiter

6.1 Real Wind Data

The first wind data source reads a data file with at least

two columns. The first column represents time (in sec-

onds) and the second column is the actual wind velocity

(in m/s). The real data wind source model is directly

derived by a CombiTimeTable, limited to on single

parameter: the file name.

6.2 Statistical Wind Data

The second wind source provides the wind speed as func-

tion of time, calculated by the discrete Rayleigh distribu-

tion

dk =
π

2

k∆v2

v2
m

exp

(

−
π

4
·

k2∆v2

v2
m

)

. (11)

In this equation k is the interval index, considering n in-

tervals in total. The speed interval

∆v =
vmax

n
(12)

is derived from the maximum speed and vm represents

the average value of all wind speeds. The variables dk

represent the relative duration of each wind interval with

index k. The sum of all distributions is equal to one,

n

∑
k=1

dk = 1. (13)

For a time domain representation the total time period T

is utilized. In a sequence of n different wind speeds

vk = k ·∆v (14)

the duration of the respective wind speed is the deter-

mined by dkT . An example of a histogram of Rayleigh

distributed wind data is shown in Fig. 10. The respec-

tive wind speeds versus time are depicted in Fig. 11. For

a particular index k and the accessory wind speed (14)

the distribution dk determines the duration for which the

wind speed is constant. After this duration the next wind
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Figure 10. Histogram of Rayleigh distributed wind speed for

vmax = 20m/s, vm = 7m/s and n = 20

*

rayleigh.velocity [m/s]

0

5

10

15

20

time [s]

0 20 40 60 80 100

Figure 11. Rayleigh distributed wind speeds in the time do-

main for vmax = 20m/s, vm = 7m/s, n = 20 and a period

T = 100s

speed index is processed up to index n. This procedure

may be continued periodically. Due to the characteristic

of the Rayleigh distribution higher wind speeds and in-

dexes, respectively, give rise for a lower distribution and

thus for shorter duration of a constant speed. This is why

the curve shows the steepest rise towards the end of the

period T .

7 Application Examples

In order to validate the developed wind power plant mod-

els, reference calculation data of planned wind power

plants are compared with simulation results. An exam-

ple of a simulation model is depicted in Fig. 6. The ref-

erence calculation data used in this paper are provided

from the authorities of the province of Lower Austria.

Reference data are available from two different wind

farms. From the two wind farms altogether three ref-

erence power plants are selected. The two wind farms

are not explicitly named in this paper to protect wind

farm operator data. Instead name synonyms are used.

The reference power data were calculated by the appli-

Figure 12. Simulation experiment with statistical wind data

Table 2. General and technical data of the reference wind

power plants

case

unit A B C

Wind farm PD PD SP

Plant number 1 2 15

Manufacturer Vestas – type V112 V112 V90

Power rating MW 3 3 2

Gear ratio 112.8 112.8 112.8

Rotor diameter m 112 112 90

Height of hub m 135 135 125

cants of the wind farms using the software WAsP (Wind

Atlas Analysis and Application Program). The general

and technical data of the investigated wind power plants

and are summarized in Tab. 2. The simulations are per-

formed in OpenModelica on a notebook computer with

Intel CoreTM2 Duo CPU T7250 operated at 2 GHz and

2 GB of main memory.

A comparison of the power plant data, and the refer-

ence and simulation data is presented in Tab. 3. The an-

nual energy harvest is indicated as total Energy in MWh

divided by one year (1a), i.e., the physical quantity of

power. The deviations of the simulation results are in the

range of ±7%. The main causes of these deviation are:

• The exact characteristic of the power coefficient of

Table 3. Variables and calculation data of reference (ref) and

simulation (sim) wind power plants

case

quantity unit A B C

air density ρ kg/m3 1.198 1.198 1.198

average wind speed vm m/s 6.95 7.12 7.30

maximum wind speed vmax m/s 25 25 25

number of speed intervals n 25 25 25

interval of investigation h 8760 8760 8760

sampling interval s 10 10 10

CPU time s 104 104 104

power (reference) MWh/a 10122 10636 6488

power (simulation) MWh/a 9497 9905 6869

absolute power deviation MWh/a –625 –731 +381

relative power deviation % –6.2 –6,8 +5.9
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the wind turbine is not known; all simulations re-

sults are achieved using the wind turbine parame-

ters of Heier (2009)

• The reference data are based on real measured

wind speed data whereas the simulations rely on a

Rayleigh distribution of the wind speed

Considering on what information is available on the

reference power pants, the quantitative simulation results

are sufficiently accurate.

8 Conclusion

A new open source Modelica library for the simulation of

wind power plants is presented. The library structure and

the main components are explained. The control strate-

gies of the pitch angle and the angular velocity of the

wind turbine are described. Three reference wind power

plants are compared with simulation results. The average

power deviations of the simulations from the reference

data are in the range of ±7%.
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